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Abstract
LABOR TIME ANALYSIS OF VEGETARIAN ENTREES
by
Nilsa Valles
(1) determine theThe objectives of this research study were to:
total labor time by work function in the production of eight vegetarian
entrees, (2) ascertain total labor cost in the production of the selec­
ted entrees to determine total cost of entree, and (3) compare labor
time data from four of the entrees selected with data from a research
project conducted earlier.
Continuous time study techniques were used to collect labor time
Data collecteddata in the production of the eight vegetarian entrees.
Actualwere processed and tabulated on an Apple II computer system.
time expended in each work function classification was analyzed to
determine total labor time by work function, percentage distribution of
total labor time, and total labor cost for each entree studied.
Results for total labor time indicated a range from 81.30 to 11.53
seconds per serving. The percentage distribution of total labor time
by work functions indicated that direct labor was the category on which
the greatest percentage of labor time was spent with a range of 97.75
Indirect labor was recorded as less than 3 percentto 89.69 percent.
Delay time ranged from 9.45of total labor time for all eight entrees.
to 0.46 percent of total labor time.
Findings for total food and labor cost per serving for each of the
eight entrees studied indicated the highest cost to be $0,634 per
serving, and the lowest cost $0,180 per serving.
An analysis of variance of labor time indicated there was a signi­
ficant difference between the eight entrees in direct labor time, delay
An analysis of variance of cost of labortime, and total labor time.
also indicated there was a significant difference between the eight
entrees in labor cost.
Comparison of cooksT labor time data with data from a similar
study conducted in 1970, indicated there was a decrease in total cooksT
labor time from the first study to the present one for the four entrees
compared. Data on percentage of distribution of labor time indicated
there was a percentage increase in total direct time from the earlier
study to the second, while indirect labor time decreased.
It was concluded that the continuous time study technique used in
this research provided a feasible and reliable means of collecting
labor time data by work function in the production of vegetarian
entrees in the foodservice system studied. Recommendation was made that
additional labor time studies be conducted in this foodservice system to
determine how labor time is being utilized and to establish production
It was suggested that studies include not only remain­time standards.
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INTRODUCTION
The implementation of the Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs) and the
prospective payment plan has caused cost containment to become a major
Emphasis on costs, rather than on qualitychallenge in healthcare.
care, has become the measure of a healthcare organization. Quality
still must be maintained, but it has to be delivered for less money (1).
Administrators will be expected to cut costs and increase produc­
tivity in order to achieve cost containment (2). To be able to do this
they must first determine what and where their costs are.
To achieve cost containment, foodservice managers have to apply
sound management principles to identified high-cost centers of a dietary
The highest percentage of these costs is labor (3).department.
Hospital Administrative Services Monitrend Report for the first six
months of 1983, indicated 52.7 percent of direct expense costs in food-
service was labor cost (4). Given this information, it is essential to
Before foodserviceeffectively and efficiently utilize human resources.
managers can effectively allocate system resources, labor time required
to produce menu items to meet forecasted demand must be determined.
Estimates of total preparation time of each menu item could assist
management in planning menu mix, scheduling production, and forecasting
true labor cost per unit of production (5).
Production time data could also be used as a basis for price
setting, facility layout planning, and as a measure of productivity.
Established standards could enable managers to predetermine the labor
1
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time necessary for new production methods before they are initiated, and
thus allow comparison and evaluation between present method and the pro­
posed change, and aid in evaluating alternatives in make or buy
decisions (6).
Very few research studies have been published in the area of
identifying production labor times for different menu items. Standard
labor times need to be established for proper operational analysis and
control. Having these standards will make for more efficient and
effective management of time, money, equipment, personnel, and ultimate­
ly cost containment.
(a) determine the totalThe purpose of this research study was to:
labor time by work function classification in the production of
selected vegetarian entrees, (b) ascertain total labor cost in the pro­
duction of selected vegetarian entrees to determine total cost of
entree, and (c) compare labor time data from four of the selected vege­
tarian entrees with data from a research study conducted by LeBrun (7).
Findings from this study can serve as a foundation for establishing
labor time standards for the hospital foodservice in which the study was
conducted, and as guidelines in determining labor times for production
of similar entrees in other foodservice systems.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The literature review indicated that several studies have been
reported in the area of establishing time standards for the production
of different menu items, and that various work measurement techniques
can be utilized in developing production time standards. The techniques
found to be used in the research studies reviewed are the following:
(1) predetermined motion time study—Master Standard Data (MED),
(2) activity sampling, and (3) both receptitive and continuous time
study.
Predetermined motion time is a technique in which tasks are broken
down into basic motions for which normal time values have been deter-
With this, actual production time can be estimated for amined.
specific operation without physically performing the task (8). Master
Standard Data is a technique suitable for usage on long-cycle non-
repetitive work. The procedure for using MSD involves recording the
motions of the operator and assigning symbols, and time to each motion
(9).
Activity sampling is an easy and effective means of measuring work­
ing and idle time of people employed in direct and indirect activities.
By way of intermittent, randomly spaced, instantaneous observations.
estimates can be made of the proportion of time utilized in a given work
activity over a designated period of time (8).
A time study determines the actual time elapsed in performing a
task or the element of a task by use of an accurate timing device. In
3
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a continuous time study the stop watch is kept running continuously
during the course of the observation and not snapped back at elemental
termination as is done in the repetitive or snap-back method (10).
MASTER STANDARD DATA STUDIES
Ruf and Matthews (9) employed the use of MSD in a research project
conducted to test the application of coded data, and to develop addi­
tional standard time data in quantity food production. Four formulas
were selected and analyzed for servings of 100, 300, and 500 portions to
Steps using the proceduredetermine the relationship of volume to time.
included standardizing the formula and methods, dividing work into basic
elements, and utilizing coded information to synthesize total production
time.
Findings indicated that as the production volume increased, the
labor time per portion decreased, but these were not directly propor-
As the system’s capacity was reached the decrease in time pertional.
It was suggested that MSD is applicable toportion was rather stable.
foodservice in developing production time standards.
Waldvogel and Ostenso (6) utilized MSD in developing a structural
framework for a standard data code, based on activities observed in
production of single-item entrees.
Basic activities observed in single-item entree production were
defined and utilized in developing an alpha nmeumonic code. Assigned
Time Measurement Units (TMU) of the MSD data code were added to obtain
a total TMU value for each coded element of the alpha nmeumonic code.
Elemental time values obtained from the MSD Quantity Food Production
5
Results fromCode were verified by comparing stop watch time values.
ten replications of each element indicated that the percentage differ­
ence between total MSD time and stop watch time were within the accept­
able + 5 percent limit.
To verify the MSD Quantity Food Production Code in long-cycle
production three single-item entree formulas were selected, broken down
into basic elements, and production time for 100 portions synthesized
using coded information. These values were compared with stop watch
values for the same three formulas. Results indicated that differences
between synthesized time values and stop-watch technique values were
Based on these findings thewithin the acceptable limit of + 5 percent.
MSD Quantity Food Production Code was considered valid and reliable.
In another study Waldvogel and Ostenso (11) applied the MSD
Quantity Food Production Code to determine the relationship between
production time per portion and total volume. Two standardized entree
formulas were analyzed, divided into basic production elements, and the
standard code applied to synthesize production time of 100, 200, and 500
The time for 500 portions was determined for two batches ofportions.
(a) a250 and for a single batch of 500 to determine the effect of:
system capacity less than volume required, and (b) a system capacity
equal to volume required.
The resulting predetermined production times were analyzed in rela­
tionship to total volume and time per portion and results for both
entrees studied indicated that labor time per portion decreased as
volume increased, but the decrease in time per portion was not directly
6
Results also indicated that theproportional to the increase in volume.
most effective use of labor time was made when the amount produced or
batch size was within the system’s capacity. It was concluded that the
availability of a universal standard data code for quantity foodservice
could assist management in determining and optimizing the relationship
between time per portion and total volume produced for each menu item
available.
Matthews et al. (12) employed the use of MSD in a study conducted
to develop macro elements of production labor time for three classifica­
tions of entrees: single-item, combination and roast. Classifications
were based on observed similarities and differences in production
activities. Two formulas from each classification were selected, broken
down into elements of production, and the MSD Quantity Food Production
Newly defined activities were coded and added to theCode applied.
The macro elements were applied to synthesize pro-existing MSD code.
Totalduction time for 100 portions of each selected entree formula.
production time for each entree was determined and the average time for
each entree classification calculated.
Findings indicated that average total handling time for the three
classifications of entrees was similar between and among classifica­
tions, but process times varied within and among classifications.
Researchers concluded that this method of predetermining production
time is feasible and could be used in quantity foodservice to aid in
evaluating menu mix, production scheduling, and allocation of equipment
usage.
7
Matthews et al. (5) utilized the revised MSD Quantity Food Produc­
tion Code developed from a previous study in a study designed to
synthesize the time required for the production of three classifications
of entrees: single-item, combination and roast; and to determine the
feasibility of producing various combinations of these entrees within
the constraints of a simulated foodservice system.
Two entrees from each entree classification were selected and macro
elements and values for associated (TMUs) applied to synthesize produc­
tion times for 100, 300, and 500 portions. Average handling time.
process time, total production time, and time per portion were deter­
mined for each quantity level in each entree classification. Data
collected indicated that roast and single-item entrees required more
average handling time than combination entrees, process time for single­
item and combination entrees was greater as forecasted demand increased,
and total production for the single-item entree doubled when oven
capacity was exceeded.
Total production times for six combinations (menu mixes) and quan­
tity levels of entree classification were synthesized and analyzed for
production feasibility in the simulated foodservice system. It was
noted that both equipment availability and capacity play a major part
Resultsin the total production time requirements for any menu mix.
indicated that due to various sytem constraints production problems
were faced in five of the six menu mixes tested.
It was suggested that with total production time estimates menu




Kwai-Fun Ho and Matthews (13) employed the use of activity sampling
in a research study conducted to examine the distribution of labor time
in the foodservice systems of two nursing homes having similar organiza­
tional characteristics, and to test the reliability of the modified
activity sampling technique being used. Two seven consecutive-day time
Random obser-periods about a month apart were chosen for observation.
vations were made throughout the work-day and the activities of all
employees working recorded at specified times.
Findings indicated that there was consistency between the two homes
In both nursing homes the great-studied in distribution of labor time.
est percentage of labor time was spent in direct work. This was an
Indirect work time accounted for 9 percent ofaverage of 81 percent.
Statistical analysistotal labor time, and delay time for 10 percent.
also indicated that the modified activity sampling technique was a
reliable method for analyzing work functions observed in this research.
REPETITIVE TIME STUDY
Hauge and Knickrehm (14) reported a study to determine the rela­
tionship between the total production time for various salads and the
number of servings prepared, and to develop a procedure for salad pro­
duction to balance production demand with employee time. The repetitive
time study technique was used for data collection. Observations were
carried out in the salad area of a large university residence hall
9
foodservice, and involved time data collection for eight types of salads
over a three-month time period.
Statistical analysis (linear regression) of data collected indi­
cated that a change in quantity is not necessarily the most important
factor causing a change in production time, although a certain relation-
It was found that quality and kind of ingredients canship was evident.
influence production time. It was suggested that additional studies be
made to identify other factors affecting total production times.
CONTINUOUS TIME STUDIES
LeBrun (7) reported a research study conducted to develop a method
for determining labor time and labor cost of cooks by work functions in
the production of selected vegetarian entrees, and to determine the
percentage relationship of cooks’ labor to food cost in selected class-
The continuous time study technique was used toifications of entrees.
collect data relevant to the work function activities in production of
selected vegetarian entrees in the foodservice department of the Loma
Linda University Medical Center. Observations were made during the
first week of a four-week cycle menu for three consecutive replications.
Findings indicated that in the eleven entrees selected, there was
a range of 92.04 to 80.08 percent in the total direct time spent by
cooks in production. Subclassifications under direct labor time
It was found that aincluded processing, transportation, and cleaning.
large percentage of cook labor time was spent in preliminary processing
on activities such as opening cans, grinding cracker crumbs, breading.
The range in percentage of time expendedand other routine activities.
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in processing was 63.68 percent to 31.74 percent. Transportation also
proved to be a time-consuming function ranging from 41.37 to 21.45 per-
The researcher indicated that an important’factor contributing tocent.
the overall transportation time was the lack of standardized production
Total cleaning time was found to vary little during the threeformulas.
Time ranged from 14.96 to 2.55 percent.weeks observed.
Total indirect labor time ranged from 18.10 percent to 5.76. This
Time expended in instruc-included instruction time and appraisal time.
tion was due to the amount of calculations necessary in adjustment of
production recipes for varying quantities.
In total delay time a wide range was evident among the eleven
This includedIt ranged from 7.19 to 1.11 percent.entrees analyzed.
the total time an employee was scheduled to be working, but was engaged
Compared to thein neither a direct nor an indirect work function.
industry norm the percentage of idle delay time was found to be rather
low.
Analysis of the cooks’ labor time to determine its relationship to
food cost indicated that an exact ratio could not be established from
Additional time studies would be necessary tosuch a small sample.
establish a more definite ratio.
Based on labor time data it was recommended that all production
formulas be standardized, and that direct work activities not requiring
skilled personnel be assigned to supportive personnel, thus allowing for
more effective utilization of cooks’ time and skill. The researcher
concluded that application of the continuous time study methodology
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developed in this study can provide foodservice managers an effective
means for developing production time standards.
In a similar study Maloney (15) utilized the continuous time study
technique to determine the labor time in the production of eight
selected vegetarian entrees, and to identify the distribution of labor
by work function classification. A second objective included comparison
of labor time data of this study with data from a study reported by
LeBrun (7).
Production of eight selected vegetarian entrees was observed for
Results indicated that the totalthree replications in the menu cycle.
labor time in seconds per serving for the eight entrees ranged from
In the percentage distribution of39.97 to 19.33 seconds per serving.
labor time, the work function category, direct labor, reflected the
The range in thisgreatest amount of labor time for all eight entrees.
The percentage dis-category was from 96.75 percent to 94.47 percent.
tribution of labor time for both indirect labor and delay time was found
to be less than 5 percent.
A one-way analysis of variance was used to ascertain any differ­
ence in the labor time for direct, indirect, delay, and total labor
The analysis indicated there was a significant difference in thetime.
labor time for the production of the eight selected entrees for direct
labor time and total labor time.
Comparison of cook labor time data with data from study conducted 
by LeBrun (7) indicated there was a decrease of cooksr labor time from
Noted savings in labor time rangedthe first study to the second one.
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Also, it was found that cooks' labor timefrom .25 to .08 per serving.
by work function shifted, showing an increase in direct labor time and a
decrease in indirect labor time between the first study and the second.
These research studies are only a beginning in the search for
identifying production labor time to control increasing labor cost in
foodservice. Standard data or the determination of production times for
different production formulas can serve as guidelines for different
foodservice facilities. With access to standard production times food-
service managers can more effectively plan and control activities such
as production scheduling, menu mix planning, price setting, labor cost
forecasting, facility layout and design, budgeting, and others.
METHODOLOGY
Operational time standards can be determined by a number of work
measurement techniques. The most frequently used methods in foodservice
are time study, activity sampling, elemental standard data, and pre­
determined motion time (8).
The continuous time study technique was selected for the* purpose of
this study because: (1) it presents a complete record of production
functions over the entire observation period, (2) it is better adapted
to recording very short elements, (3) it is relatively easy to apply.
(4) it is economical, and lastly, but most important, (5) it is a valid
and reliable method.
This research study was conducted at the Loma Linda University
Medical Center Nutritional Services Department which features a vege­
tarian diet, has a centralized foodservice system, and a centralized
ingredient room where all preliminary processing of ingredients is done.
A total of eight vegetarian entrees were selected for the study.
Four of these entrees were studied by LeBrun in an earlier research
These entrees were Pot Pie, Dinner Cuts Deluxe, Macaroni andstudy (7).
The four additional entrees selected forCheese, and Cashew Nut Loaf.
study were Tostadas, Haystacks, Creamed Chow Mein, and Italian Nut
Production of each of the eight selected entrees was observedBalls.
for three consecutive replications as they appeared on the menu over a
three-month period.
Serving sizes of the eight selected entrees varied dependent on
13
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the type of entree. The standard serving size for each of the entrees
Chicken-style Pot Pie, 6.5 oz.; Cashewstudied in this research was:
Nut Loaf, 4.5 oz.; Macaroni and Cheese, 5 oz.; Cutlets Deluxe, 6.5 oz.;
Italian Nut Balls, 8 oz.; Creamed Chow Mein, 6 oz.; Haystacks, 8.5 oz.;
Tostadas, 7.5 oz.
A clipboard, a stop-watch attached to upper right hand corner of
clipboard, a work function classification sheet (Appendix A), and a data
observation form (Appendix A), were used in the collection of data. Use
of a hand calculator was employed for computation of figures.
The form for data observation was planned to provide space to
record all pertinent information relevant to the study. This included
date of study, production formula name, meal time (dinner or evening
meal), number of servings of the particular production formula being
observed, menu cycle number, observation number, position number of
employee being observed, specific work function being observed, starting
and ending time, and total time for each work function.
The work function classification form used was a revised version of
the one used by LeBrun (7). It was revised to include all work func­
tions involved in preparation of the selected entrees, and to delete any
functions not used.
A one-week preliminary study was conducted in the actual, facility
where the research study took place for the purpose of testing the
During this preliminary study, theproposed method of data collection.
work classification form was revised further to accommodate work func­
tions observed that were not already on the form.
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At the conclusion of the preliminary study it was determined that
additional time was necessary for the investigator to become better
familiarized with the actual production process, the various work func-
To allow for this.tions, and the use of the data collection materials.
an additional week of preliminary study was carried out.
The production process for the selected entrees was broken down and
timed according to the various work functions appearing on the work
function classification sheet. The three main classification areas
(a) Direct Work Functions—which included the subclassificationswere:
preliminary processing, preparation, transportation of food, transporta­
tion of equipment or supplies, transportation empty, pot and pan wash­
ing, and housekeeping; (b) Indirect Work Functions—with the subclassi­
fications instruction and appraisal; and (c) Delays—which included
interruption beyond control, personal delays and idle time. Times
collected for each individual work function were totaled to obtain total
labor time.
The position number of the individual employee being observed, the
work function being performed, and the beginning and ending time for
each work function was recorded on the data observation form. The
beginning point for a basic work function was considered the instant the
motion was initiated towards that function, and the end point was the
The digitalinstant any motion was initiated towards another function.
stop-watch used to determine starting and ending times of work functions
was set at the actual time of day.
Data recorded did not include unattended entree production times
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such as time product was in oven, steamer, stearn-jaeketed kettle, or
other cooking equipment in which the product need not be watched. Time
in which employee was engaged in activities not pertaining to production
of entree being observed, such as production of other menu items, was
Total production time for an entree consisted ofalso not recorded.
time from preliminary processing of ingredients to time entree was
placed in warmer ready to be served.
Data collected on data observation form were input into an Apple II
computer and processed to show amount of time in seconds expended by
each observed employee on each work function classification for each of
This data wasthe three observations of the eight selected entrees.
(a) total time in seconds for each of theprocessed further to reflect:
12 main subclassifications of work functions, (b) time in seconds per
serving for the same 12 subclassifications, (c) percentage of total 
labor time expended per work function classification, (d) total labor
time in seconds for each entree observation, (e) labor time in seconds
per serving for each observation, (f) seconds expended by each employee
each of the 12 main subclassifications of work functions, and (g)on
total labor time in seconds expended by each employee observed during
entree production.
In the interest of time certain activities in the preliminary
processing of some of the entrees required that a quantity greater than
that needed for the particular recipe being filled be prepared at one
Some of these items included chopping of nuts, grinding of breadtime.
In these cases thecrumbs, slicing of tomatoes, and a few others.
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activity was timed for the entire amount of food being processed, and
the time calculated for the amount needed for the recipe being observed.
Three replications of each of these activities were timed and the
resulting average time in seconds was added to the entree production
observations needing the time for these activities.
Two one-way analysis of variance were done on the data collected.
The first was to determine any significant difference between the eight
selected vegetarian entrees for mean labor time in seconds per serving
for direct labor time, indirect labor time, delay time, and total labor
The second was to determine if there was any significamt differ-time.
ence in mean cost per serving between the eight selected entrees for
labor cost.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The continuous time study technique was used to collect labor time
data in the production of eight selected vegetarian entrees. Actual
time expended in each work function classification was recorded, tabu­
lated and analyzed to determine total labor time by work function
classification, percentage distribution of total labor time expended for
each work function, and total labor cost for each entree studied.
LABOR TIME DISTRIBUTION BY WORK FUNCTION
Total production labor time in seconds per serving by work function
of the eight selected vegetarian entrees is listed in Table 1. Findings
indicated a wide range in total production labor time with 81.30 seconds
per serving for Tostadas to 11.53 seconds per serving for Macaroni and
Cheese.
Direct Labor Time. Direct labor time indicates time spent in
activity contributing directly to the production of the selected
Sub-classifications under this category include processing.entrees.
transportation, and cleaning.
Time for total processing was highest in Tostadas at 61.36 seconds
per serving, followed closely by Haystacks with 54.70 seconds per serv-
Both of these entrees required a large amount of slicing anding.
chopping of vegetables, and shredding of cheese in the preliminary
It was also observed that preparation of beans forprocessing function.
these two entrees often required that two separate batches be prepared 
due to the volume required and the limiting size of the mixer available.
18
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The next highest time in this category was 24.97 seconds per serving for
The large amount of handling time required in scoop-Italian Nut Balls.
ing up and frying each individual ball contributed to the increased
For the five other entrees studied.processing time for this entree.
total processing time ranged from 16.10 seconds per serving for Cutlets
Deluxe to 7.88 seconds per serving for Macaroni and Cheese.
Total transportation time was indicated highest in Tostadas at
12.13 seconds per serving and next highest in Haystacks at 10.53 seconds
It was noted for these two entrees that due to the limitedper serving.
refrigerated holding space in the cafeteria, the ingredient room could
bring out only a limited amount of cheese, lettuce, and tomatoes at one
This made it necessary for ingredient room personnel to maketime.
several trips back and forth from the ingredient room to the cafeteria.
In addition, for these two entrees and three others studied (Italian Nut
Balls, Cutlets Deluxe, and Macaroni and Cheese), it was noted that
Thiscafeteria warmer space was limited for the entree volume required.
made it necessary for a portion of the entrees to be held in the ovens
in the cooks1 area until cafeteria warmer space permitted them to be
transported. This increased the total transportation time for these
Lack of sufficient warmer space for certain entrees wasfive entrees.
consistent with findings in the study conducted by Maloney (15). The
entree with the least amount of total transportation time was Macaroni
and Cheese with 3.01 seconds per serving.
The highest total cleaning time in the preparation of the eight
entrees studied was reported for Tostadas at 2.36 seconds per serving.
21
Amount ofThe next highest was Haystacks with 1.75 seconds per serving.
time spent in cleaning work areas both in ingredient assembly room and
cooks’ area after items for these two entrees were prepared are re­
flected in the work function, housekeeping. This contributed towards
the increased total cleaning time in both these entrees. The next two
highest times in this category were Cutlets Deluxe with 1.61 seconds per
Both ofserving, and Italian Nut Balls with 1.21 seconds per serving.
these entrees required a large amount of handwork and panning of items
which contributed towards soiling of work areas and of additional pots
Clean-up required after preparation of these entrees isand pans.
The additional four entreesreflected in the data for clean-up time.
studied indicated a closer range in total cleaning time from 0.38
seconds per serving for Macaroni and Cheese to 0.25 seconds per serving
for Cashew Nut Loaf.
For total direct labor time, Tostadas and Haystacks required the
highest amount of labor time with 75.85 and 66.98 seconds per serving.
The next highest labor times were for Italian Nut Ballsrespectively.
with 34.12 seconds per serving and Cutlets Deluxe with 23.43 seconds
Entrees not requiring as much total direct labor time inper serving.
production were Chicken-style Pot Pie, Cashew Nut loaf. Creamed Chow
Mein and Macaroni and Cheese which indicated a range of 18.35 to 11.27
seconds per serving.
Indirect labor time represents work functionIndirect Labor Time.
activities contributing indirectly to the production of entrees studied.
Sub-classifications under this category include directions and apprais-
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al. The range in indirect labor time for the eight entrees studied was
from .91 seconds per serving for Italian Nut Balls to 0.18 seconds per
serving for Macaroni and Cheese. For the sub-classification,, direc­
tions, labor time was greatest for Italian Nut Balls at 0.68 seconds per
Observation was made that for all three replications of thisserving.
entree a relief employee which needed a good deal of guidance assisted
in the cooks’ area. Labor time for appraisal was indicated highest for
Haystacks, and Tostadas, at 0.38 and 0.36 seconds per serving, respec-
In the preparation of the beans for both these entrees, it wastively.
noted that several taste testings for proper seasoning needed to be done
since the beans were prepared in two separate batches and the seasonings
had to be divided in the cooks1 area.
Delay time reflects the time an employee was scheduledDelay Time.
to be working, but was engaged in activity other than direct or indirect
Sub-classifications under thiswork activity in the entree production.
category are interruption beyond control, personal delay, and idle time.
Haystacks, Tostadas, and Italian Nut Balls required the highejst amount
of total delay time with a range from 7.05 seconds per serving to 0.94
seconds per serving. The additional five entrees studied reflected
lower labor times for this category ranging from 0.38 seconds per serv­
ing for Chicken-style Pot Pie to 0.08 seconds per serving for both
Production time for HaystacksCashew Nut Loaf and Macaroni and Cheese.
and Tostadas included the time until each individual entree was
Assembly took place in theassembled and made ready for the customer.
The waiting time between customers contributedcafeteria Expressline.
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to the high labor time for the work function, interruption beyond
control, for both these entrees, and consequently towards increased
total delay time. Italian Nut Balls also reflected a high labor time
(.58 seconds per serving) for interruption beyond control. Waiting by
the fryer for the nut balls to finish frying added to the labor time for
this function.
Personal delay time was greatest for Italian Nut Balls. It was
observed that the relief person assisting in the cooks* area in the
preparation of this entree frequently stopped to wash his hands when
soiled by the nutball mixture with which he was working.
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL LABOR TIME
The percentage distribution of total labor time by work functions
of the eight selected vegetarian entrees can be seen in Table 2. Find­
ings indicated that the greatest percentage of labor time was being
spent in the category, direct labor, which included processing, trans-
This was found to be consistent with theportation and cleaning time.
study conducted by Maloney (15). The percentage range in total direct
time was from 97.75 percent for Macaroni and Cheese to 89.69 percent for
Under direct time, the sub-category requiring the highestHaystacks.
percentage of labor time in all but one of the eight entrees studied was
preparation of cooking, reflecting a range from 56.03 percent to 41.09
The sub-category requiring the high-percent for seven of the entrees.
est percentage of labor time for Creamed Chow Mein was preliminary
Percentage of time expended in totalprocessing with 48.37 percent.
processing ranged from 75.47 percent for Tostadas to 66.53 percent for








Nut Loaf & Cheese
Chicken-Style 
Pot Pie Haystacks TostadasWORK FUNCTION
Total Processing 70.36 70.50 69„4468.33 66.53 73.2668.79 75.47
1. Preliminary Processing

















Total Transportation 24.8023.23 22.08 25.6223.64 14.09 14.9226.15
3. Food























Total Cleaning 1.451.80 3.36 2.41 2.346.65 2.903.27














TOTAL DIRECT 96.7595.39 94.88 96.8296.82 89.69 93.2997.75
8. Directions 2.442.03 1.90 0.342.25 0.341.43 1.49
9. Appraisal 0.350.62 0.63 0.30 0.440.16 0.510.15




0.001.61 1.61 0.19 9.13 5.670.320.27
0.460.35 0.99 0.44 0.32 0.260.41 1.22
12. Idle Time 0.000.00 0.00 0.000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TOTAL DELAY 0.461.96 2.600.68 1.54 0.63 9.45 5.93





Transportation was found to account for about 25 percent of total
labor time in six (Chicken-style Pot Pie, Cashew Nut Loaf, Macaroni and
Cheese, Cutlets Deluxe, Italian Nut Balls, Creamed Chow Mein) of the
eight entrees studied. The range for total transportation for these six
entrees was a rather narrow one from 26.15 for Macaroni and Cheese to
22.08 percent for Italian Nut Balls. The percentage for Tostadas and
Haystacks was a low of 14.92 and 14.09 percent, respectively. The sub­
category accounting for the greatest percentage of labor time under
total transportation was transportation of food, indicating a range from
14.''SI percent to 7.31 percent. This also was consistent with findings
reported by Maloney (15).
It was interesting to note that Cutlets Deluxe had the highest
percentage of labor time for the sub-category, total cleaning, with a
This entree, like the Breaded Vegesteaks researchedpercentage of 6.65.
by Maloney (15) which also had the highest total cleaning time in that
study (6.11), required breading of the product and a good deal of sub­
sequent clean-up time in work area once this activity was completed.
The percentage range for the other seven entrees was 3.36 to 1.45 per­
cent .
Findings for total indirect labor time for all eight entrees
studied indicated less than 3 percent of total labor time was utilized
The highest percentage for total indirect labor timefor this category.
was recorded for Cashew Nut Loaf at 2.79 percent, and the lowest per-
The sub-category, directions.centage for Tostadas at 0.78 percent.
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accounted for the highest percentage of labor time for indirect labor
time in all, but two of the entrees studied (Haystacks, and Tostadas).
Both of these entrees showed greater appraisal time percentages than the
other six entrees. This is attributed to the additional time expended
in taste-testing the beans for these entrees for proper seasoning.
The percentage for total delay time was highest for Haystacks at
9.45 percent, and next highest for Tostadas at 5.93 percent. This is in
keeping with the large amount of time spent waiting for customers in
The percentage range for theorder to assemble the entree for them.
other six entrees was from 2.60 for Italian Nut Balls to .46 for Cashew
The high percentage for the Italian Nut Balls can be attribu-Nut Loaf.
ted to the time spent waiting for the nut balls to fry.
TOTAL COST PER SERVING OF SELECTED ENTREES
Data concerning raw food cost and production labor cost per serving
for the eight vegetarian entrees selected are shown in Table 3.
Raw food cost per serving for the entrees studied was obtained from
the computer management information system in the facility in which the
Data indicated that the highest raw food costresearch was conducted.
per serving was $0,517 for Haystacks, and the lowest was $0,158 for
Macaroni and Cheese.
Entrees having the greatest average production labor cost per
serving were Tostadas with $0,126, and Haystacks with $0,117. The
entree indicating the least average production labor cost per serving
was Macaroni and Cheese at $0,022.
Findings for total food and production labor cost per serving for
Table 3 Raw food and production labor cost per serving of eight selected vegetarian entrees
Total
Cost/Serv.




.251.033 .039.050 .033.212Chicken-Style Pot Pie
.316.026.014 .025 .039.290Cashew Nut Loaf
.180.024 .018 .022.158 .025Macaroni and Cheese
.433.038.040.041 .033.395Cutlets Deluxe
.297.067.046 .057 .057.240Italian Nut Balls
.352.036 .028.026.324 .023Creamed Chow Mein
.634.106 .119 .127 .117.517Haystacks
.399.129 .139 .109 .126.273Tostadas
K>
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the eight entrees studied in this research showed that Haystacks, with
the highest raw food cost per serving and the next to highest average
labor cost per serving, had the highest tota-1 cost per serving at
The next highest cost entree was Cutlets Deluxe at $0,433 which$0,634.
Macaroni and Cheese,had the next highest raw food cost per serving.
with the lowest raw food cost per serving, and the least production
labor cost per serving of the eight entrees studied, indicated the low­
est total cost per serving at $0,180.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON LABOR TIME
Results from a one-way analysis of variance of labor time are shown
The analysis of variance was done to determine any signifi-in Table 4.
cant differences between the eight selected vegetarian entrees for mean
labor time in seconds per serving for direct, indirect, delay, and total
Findings indicated that the F-values were significant forlabor time.
direct labor time, delay time, and total labor time with p < .0005 in
There was no significant difference among the eightall three cases.
The differences among the groupings areentrees in indirect labor time.
further highlighted by the computer printouts included in Appendix D.
Two distinct groupings of the entrees were apparent for direct
One grouping in each caselabor time, delay time, and total labor time.
consisted of the entrees Tostadas and Haystacks, and the other grouping
of Chicken-style Pot Pie, Cashew Nut Loaf, Macaroni and Cheese, Cutlets
Tostadas and HaystacksDeluxe, Italian Nut Balls and Creamed Chow Mein.
had the two highest means for total labor time (81.30 to 74.67,
The other six entrees ranged in mean total labor timerespectively).
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from 35.97 to 11.53.
Table 4 F-ratio and P-value from analysis of 
variance of labor time for eight selected 
vegetarian entrees
P-valueWork Function F-ratio
78.61 <.0005Direct labor time
1.08Indirect labor time NS
21.02 < .0005Delay time
< .000564.05Total labor time
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON COST OF LABOR
An analysis of variance of cost of labor per serving for the eight
vegetarian entrees indicated a significant difference among the eight
entrees (p < .0005). Two distinct groupings of the entrees were again
apparent with one group consisting of Tostadas and Haystacks with a mean
cost of labor per serving of $0,126 and $0,117, respectively. The
entrees in the second group ranged in mean cost of labor per serving
The entrees in the first group were those re-from $0,057 to $0,022.
quiring the greatest total labor time. A computer printout emphasizing
further the two distinct groupinds among the eight entrees is included
in Appendix D.
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COMPARISON OF COOKS" LABOR TIME DATA WITH LEBRUN STUDY
Cooks' labor time data for four entrees researched in this study
(Research Study II) were compared with cooks' labor time data for the
same four entrees researched earlier by LeBrun (7) in a study conducted
The study by LeBrun (Research Study I) took place in the samein 1970.
foodservice facility as Research Study II, and data was collected using
similar techniques, thus making comparison of the data feasible.
Changes which occurred in the foodservice facility between Research
Study I and Research Study II included the addition of an ingredient
assembly room, and the implementation of computerized standardized pro-
It was felt that with these changes, there shouldduction formulas.
have been a change in the distribution of cooks' labor time. This
suggested the comparison.
Data comparing cooks* labor time for Research Studies I and II are
Total cooks' labor time for Pot Pie decreased fromshown in Table 5.
.53 for Research Study I to .23 for Research Study II, for a total
The category showing the greatestsavings of .30 minutes per serving.
decrease in labor time was direct time with a difference of .245 minutes
per serving, followed by indirect labor with .041 minutes per serving.
and delay time with .011 minutes per serving.
Cashew Nut Loaf showed a total reduction of .14 minutes per serving
Direct labor timewith a decrease from .26 to .12 minutes per serving.
again accounted for the largest saving in labor time with a decrease of
.098 minutes per serving, next was in direct labor time with .032,
followed by delay time with a difference of .013 minutes per serving.
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Table 5 Comparison between Research Study I and II of cooks1 total
labor time in minutes per serving for four production formulas
Difference 
between Research 

































The least reduction in cooks' labor time was found in Macaroni and
Cheese with a total reduction time of .03 minutes per serving. The
decrease in direct labor time was .014 minutes per serving, indirect
labor time followed with a close .011 minutes per serving, then delay
with a savings of .005 minutes per serving.
In Vegesteaks Deluxe, the total cooks' labor time decreased from .36
The savings in laborminutes per serving to .10 minutes per serving.
time was greatest in direct time with a decrease of .236 minutes per
serving, indirect labor was next with a .018 reduction, followed by delay
time with .005 minutes per serving.
Comparison data between Research Studies I and II for percentage
distribution of total labor time for the four entrees selected are shown
Data indicated there was a percentage increase in totalin Table 6.
The greatest in­processing time in Research Study II for all entrees.
crease was apparent in Macaroni and Cheese which went from 31.74 percent
The percentage of preliminary processing time into 68.33 percent.
Research Study II decreased for Pot Pie and Vegesteak Deluxe and in-
All four entreescreased for Cashew Nut Loaf and Macaroni and Cheese.
in Research Study II showed a greater percentage of labor time was spent
The entree showing the largest increase wasin preparation or cooking.
Macaroni and Cheese from 23.26 to 54.13 percent.
In Research Study II total transportation time showed a lower
percentage of labor time for all four entrees compared, with the largest
decrease indicated in Macaroni and Cheese going from 41.37 percent to
The percentage of labor time expended in transportation26.15 percent.
Comparison between Research Study I and II for percentage distribution of total labor time by 
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4. Equip, and Supplies
5. Walking Empty
9.12 6.6511.39 1.45 14.96 3.275.89 1.80Total Cleaning
90.95 96.8288.07 97.7583.14 96.7585.33 95.39TOTAL DIRECT
6.62 1.497.45 1.4312.33 2.448. 8.11 2.03Directions
0.38 0.161.07 0.153.28 0.62 0.71 0.359. Appraisal
7.00 1.658.52 1.5813.04 2.7911.39 2.65TOTAL INDIRECT
0.21 0.320.2701.61 0.25 0010. Interruption Beyond 
Control
Personal Delay 1.75 1.221.00 0.410.32 0.462.32 0.3511.
0.03 02.35 03.18 00.87 012. Idle Time
1.99 2.603., 35 0.683.75 0.463.19 1.96TOTAL DELAY




of food was found to have increased for all four entrees in Research
This was consistent with the findings of research done byStudy II.
Maloney (15). Transportation of equipment and supplies showed a lower
percentage of labor time for all four entrees in Research Study II.
The work function walking empty also reflected there was a percentage
decrease in Research Study II for all four entrees compared. Macaroni
and Cheese showed the greatest reduction in labor time for this func­
tion with a decrease from 19.20 percent to 6.33 percent.
Total cleaning time was lower in Research Study II for all four
entrees, with the major difference being apparent in Macaroni and
Cheese going from 14.96 to 3.27 percent.
The percentage of labor time for the category, direct labor time.
indicated there was an increase in Research Study II for all four
entrees compared. This was consistent with the findings reported by
Maloney (15) in the four entrees compared in that study. The largest
increase for total direct labor time was noted in Cashew Nut Loaf with
a change from 83.14 to 96.75 percent.
Total indirect labor time showed a decrease in Research Study II
for all four entrees. Directions and appraisal time categories both
indicated a reduction in percentage labor time in Research Study II for
all four entrees.
Interruption beyond control increased in Pot Pie, Macaroni and
Cheese and Vegesteak Deluxe in Research Study II, and decreased in
In Research Study IICashew Nut Loaf from .25 percent to 0 percent.
the percentage distribution of labor time for personal delay increased
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in Cashew Nut Loaf from .32 to .46 percent, and decreased for the other
three entrees. Idle time showed a decrease for all four entrees in
Research Study II. Total delay time for entrees in Research Study II
reflected a decrease in percentage labor time expended for this cate­
gory in Pot Pie, Cashew Nut Loaf, and Macaroni and Cheese, with the
greatest decrease indicated in Cashew Nut Loaf going from 3.75 to .46
An increase from 1.99 percent to 2.60 percent was observed inpercent.
Vegesteak Deluxe.
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUMMARY
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The continuous time study technique used in this study provided a
feasible and reliable means of collecting labor time data by work func­
tion in the production of eight vegetarian entrees.
Findings on total labor time in seconds per serving indicated a
very wide range in production time among the eight entrees studied.
This may be attributed in part to the differences in types of entrees.
Two of the entrees studied were very labor intensive and appeared to be
set apart from the other six entrees in almost all the categories. It
was also apparent from the various observations that total labor time
was to a certain extent affected by the particular employee or set of
employees working on production of the entree.
Results from the percentage distribution of total labor time by
work functions indicated that the greatest percentage of labor time was
expended, as it should be, in direct labor which included processing.
transportation, and cleaning time. Under this category it was noted
that the sub-category preparation or cooking required the highest per­
centage of labor time. This involved production in the cooks’ area.
During this time the researcher observed the cooks engaged in time-
consuming functions such as frying (like Italian Nut Balls), panning of
items, opening milk cartons, portioning finished product (like Cashew
Nut Loaf), wiping edges of pans before covering, and covering pans
before placing in oven or warmer. The introduction of computerized
36
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standardized production formulas and the utilization of an ingredient
assembly area allow a major portion of the preliminary processing func-
It is recommendedtions to be done in the ingredient assembly area.
that additional routine functions observed being performed by cooks in
entree production also be delegated to less skilled personnel such as a
cooks’ assistant, and in this way allow cooks' time to be utilized more
effectively.
Total transportation time was found to be about 25 percent of
For each of thetotal labor time in six of the eight entrees studied.
entrees, transportation of food accounted for the greatest percentage
It was observed that in the productionof total transportation time.
of Haystacks and Tostadas there was insufficient refrigeration space in
the cafeteria to accommodate all the cold items needed in the assembly
of these entrees. This required additional transportation time back
and forth from the ingredient assembly room to the cafeteria for pro-
It was observed that cafeteria warmerduction of these two entrees.
space was limited for holding five out of the eight entrees produced.
This made it necessary for cooks to hold finished entrees in ovens in
their area until space in cafeteria warmer allowed for entrees to be
transferred there. Total transportation time for these five entrees
Based on these observations it is recommended thatwas thus increased.
additional refrigeration and warmer space be added in the cafeteria.
This would reduce labor cost, reduce time spent in transportation, and
provide increased efficiency.
Indirect labor time totaled less than 3 percent of total labor
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time. Indirect time included instruction and appraisal time. It was
noted in the appraisal category that when the beans for Tostadas and
Haystacks had to be prepared, two batches were made as the size of the
mixer available would not hold the full amount required. The season­
ings delivered from the ingredient assembly area for these recipes
usually came in five separate packages for each of the different
The recipe would normally come out for a certainseasonings used.
number of servings and needed to be filled five times to meet the
The cooksdesired quantity needed, thus the five separate packages.
then had to try to evenly divide the seasonings between the two batches
and this usually required several taste testings and additional time.
Based on these findings it is recommended that if two batches are
necessary then the recipe be halved in the ingredient assembly area
On the other hand, if the pro-rather than by the cooks by guesswork.
duction of enough other entrees requires that double batches be made
due to limited mixer capacity, it is recommended that a larger mixer be
This would save a significant amount of labor time and cutacquired.
down on labor cost.
Findings on total cost per serving of the eight entrees researched
indicated that the three entrees with the highest average labor cost
per serving had the highest total cost per serving.
The findings from a comparison of cooks* total labor time data for
four entrees from a study conducted by LeBrun in 1970, indicated there
was a decrease in cooks* total labor time in minutes per serving for
In each case the category showing theall four entrees compared.
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greatest savings in labor time from Research Study I to Research Study
A decrease was shown from the first to theII was direct labor time.
This can bestsecond study as well for indirect time and delay time.
be attributed to the fact that since Research Study I was conducted, an
ingredient assembly area was introduced where most of the preliminary
The imple-processing that was formerly done by the cooks is now done.
mentation of standardized production formulas and the preparation of
ingredients in the ingredient assembly area released the cooks from
time-consuming calculations previously necessary.
It is recommended that additional labor time studies be conducted
to determine how labor time is being utilized, and to establish produc-
These studies should include not only the re­ion time standards.
maining menu entrees not yet studied, but all production items in this
department as well. Information obtained from this research would be
useful in work scheduling, production time planning, in determining
labor cost and total food cost which could be used as a basis for more
Findings could indicate positive and negativeaccurate price setting.
aspects of production procedures utilized.
SUMMARY
Foodservice managers are finding it necessary to determine where
their costs are generated to meet the demand for cost containment.
With the highest percentage of direct expense costs in foodservice
evaluation of utilization of labor time inreported as labor cost, an
a foodservice system is critical.
In this research continuous time study techniques were employed
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to collect labor time data in the production of eight selected vegetar-
Objectives of the research study were to determine totalian entrees.
labor time and labor cost by work function in the production of eight
selected vegetarian entrees, and to compare data from four of these
entrees with data from an earlier study conducted by LeBrun (7).
Production of selected entrees was observed for three consecutive
Actual timereplications as they appeared on the four-week cycle menu.
expended in each work function classification was recorded, tabulated
and analyzed to determine total labor time by work function classifica­
tion, percentage distribution of total labor time expended for each
work function, and total labor cost for each entree studied.
Findings for total labor time in seconds per serving indicated a
wide range from 81.30 seconds per serving to 11.53 seconds per serving.
The percentage distribution of total labor time by work functions in­
dicated that the greatest percentage of labor time was spent in the
Total direct labor time ranged from 97.75 per-category direct labor.
Findings for indirect labor time showed a rangecent to 89.69 percent.
from 2.79 percent to 0.78 percent, and for total delay time a range
from 9.45 to 0.46 percent was recorded.
Findings for total food and labor cost per serving for the eight 
entrees studied showed Haystacks to have the highest cost at $0,634 per 
serving, and Macaroni and Cheese to have the lowest cost at $0,180 per
serving.
A one-way analysis of variance was done on labor time data
collected for the eight vegetarian entrees to determine any significant
differences between them in mean labor time for direct, indirect,
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delay, and total labor time. Results indicated there was a significant
difference between the eight entrees in direct labor time, delay time
and total labor time. Results from an analysis of variance of cost of
labor per serving for the eight entrees selected indicated a signifi­
cant difference in cost.
A comparison of cooks1 labor time data for four entrees in this
study was done with data from an earlier study conducted by LeBrun (7).
Data comparing the two research studies showed there was a decrease in
total cooks’ labor time from the first study to the second for all four
The total amount of cooks’ labor time saved rangedentrees compared.
from .30 minutes per serving to .03 minutes per serving. The category
where the greatest savings of time was indicated in all four entrees
was direct labor time.
Comparison of percentage distribution of labor time by work
functions for the four entrees used in the comparison indicated there
was a percentage increase in total direct time in all four entrees from
Total indirect time showed a percentagethe first study to the second.
decrease from the first to the second study for all four entrees.
Total delay time also showed a decrease from the first study to the
second for all but one of the four entrees.
Findings from this research study provide labor time and labor
cost information that can be used for establishing time standards for
operational analysis and for control in the foodservice system where
The data can serve as a guide for furtherthe study was conducted.
research in this department as well as in other foodservice systems.
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APPENDIX A




ENTREE PRODUCTION LABOR TIME























































looking in cupboard, drawer, refrigerator or freezer
placing tray or container in cart
opening of cans, cartons or containers
emptying cans, cartons or containers
reading production sheet
portioning before preparation
turning on processing equipment

























(f) mixing or whipping
(g) shaping
(h) placing food in jet steamer
(i) removing food from jet steamer
2.
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WORK FUNCTION CLASSIFICATION (CONT.)
(j) emptying cans, cartons or containers





placing food in cooking or serving pan 
covering pans
placing food in steam kettle 
removing food from steam kettle 
placing food in oven 
removing food from oven 
uncovering pans
transfer food from one container to another 
placing food on stove 
removing food from stove 
greasing pans or grill
placing pans, trays or containers in cart
separate pans
adjusting equipment
turning on or off equipment
placing pans in warmer
rinsing or draining food
scraping grill or pans











































(a) delivery of loaded food carts
(b) moving of food to and from storeroom
(c) moving of food to and from refrigerator
(d) moving of food to and from all other areas within
department
(e) placing food in pass-thru refrigerator
3.
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WORK FUNCTION CLASSIFICATION (CONT.)
Transportation of equipment, supplies and other
(a) moving soiled equipment to washing area
(b) moving clean equipment to preparation or serving area
(c) moving of clean dishes, utensils, pans within department
(d) moving soiled dishes, utensils, pans within department
(e) moving paper goods and other supplies
(f) moving of garbage or other trash






6. Pot and pan washing
(a) rinsing pots and pans or utensils
(b) washing pots and pans or utensils
(c) rinsing out sink
(d) rinsing wash cloth
(e) wiping pans or containers
7. Housekeeping
(a) cleaning food carts
(b) cleaning installed equipment
(c) cleaning work counters
(d) sweeping floors
(e) mopping floors
(f) placing containers in trash
Indirect Work Functions
D. Instruction or teaching
8. Direction







reading employee^ work schedule











WORK FUNCTION CLASSIFICATION (CONT.)
E. Appraisal
9. Appraisal for future planning
checking dishes for cleanliness 
inspection of area—sanitation and safety 
inspection of food preparation 










broken or faulty equipment 
assembly belt stops 
power failure 
slow cafeteria line 
wait for elevator
wait for foods, supplies, serving equipment or people 














(d) sanitation and safety-related activities
(e) putting on apron or cap
(f) rest room
12. Idle time




Total labor time by work function for three replications 
of the eight selected vegetarian entrees
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6307 26.13 100.00352265114 1432TOTALS 0
RECIPE: CHICKEN STYLE POT FIE 
OBSERVATION; 2 
SERVINGS: 260














































4175 16.06 100.00351373345 02417TOTALS
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15.50 100.004029350146 1140TOTALS 2708
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0.13 19.24 19.24 100.000.293.92TOTALS 6.57 7.19
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TIME/ l OF----- CHOPPED BREAD PUSH
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4.84183271354 24 624








3723 16.61 133.333577 297£ 1313 796 1532TOTALS




TIME/ l OF 
TOTAL SERVING TOTAL
-------------  CHOPPED BREAD PUSH































13.76 133.3035 3742359TOTALS 1935 3 1246 3 117
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TIME/ l OF----  CHOPPED BREAD PUSH











3.2327 3622793 94 205
6.31163 1.4614144 71 64










35 2392 21.36 100.0072 143TOTALS 1100 0 1037






------------ CHOPPED BREAD PUSH



































5.80 2.24 0.47 1.32 0.23 17.24 17.24 130.00TOTALS 5.71 1.51
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7332 13.05 100.00935 355675 937TOTALS 00




















































35 760? 12.68 100.00882 0 7930 5399TOTALS
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RECIPE: UACARQNi AND CHEESE 
OBSERVATION: 3 
SERVINGS: 655


























15029834 9.748 5641242341985 0.60
1.30
-T





3510256 1043324477 192. 11676B 09 616110 0.0429101911 0.00012
8.84 100.00578935104215630TOTALS 3144 0
RECIPE: MACARONI AND CHEESE 
OBSERVATION: AVERAGE 
SERVINGS: 1
EMPLOYEE NO. TINE; l OF 
TOTAL SERVING TOTAL
-—SHREDDED PUSH 































































11.52 100.0011.520.061.490.80TOTALS 1.60 6.54 1.04
57
RECIPE: CUTLETS DELUXE 
OBSERVATION: 1 
SERVINGS: 450
EMPLOYEE NO. “ OFTIME/______________________________  BREAD RUSH


































35 12049 26.73 100.009520 1233 4964 1710 1137TOTALS 0 1963 0 0


































150 59134 4 41
20 3945 125 10016
5331 66






35 6253 24.52 100.000 2349 5340TDTALS 0 560 2034 691 00
53




TIME/ l OF—- BREAD CU5H 
FLT2 CRUMBS CARTS TOTAL SERVING TOTAL
'40RK




























35 11194 21.32 100.000 11250 1216 6966 00TOTALS 1352 0 0




TIME/ l OF-------------------------------------- BREAD PUSH
80 101A 101AA FLTI FLT2 CRUMBS CARTS TOTAL SERVING TOTAL
HQRK
FUNCTION 13 1514 16
TIME IN SECONDS
2.64 2.64 10.92

































































TOTALS 1.13 1.45 0.73 2.72 0.90 1.69 8.10 1.27 3.95 2.12 0.09 24.21 24.21 100.00
59




TIME/ % OF 
TOTAL
NORK ----------------------  CHOPPED SHEDDED PUSH











3 313 319 382 533 95 161 27
4 195 37 356 7? 56116
3.205 884 84 163 329
122
19 24
±4.1* 9.28 0.9?30 15 41 146
2.177 90 484 0.6016?
212
124 3566
2.199.5?3 131 33 4798?
66 0.98 0.309 35 31
263 0.33 1.1810 117 146
316 9.39 1.4111 19 13 282 11
0.0012 0 0.00
TOTALS 5484 1577 2938 11172 623 35 22354 27.37 100.900 475




TIME/ 7, OF 
TOTAL SERVING TOTAL
NORK ----- ----------------------  CHOPPED SHEDDED PUSH


















3723 27286 18 27
4 17 4.35271 12 13
5 395 55 3 7 3 468 6.20
1.546 115 1161
7 1.92105 23 17 145
8 145 1.92145







TOTALS 0 0 0 6021 1248 130 116 35 7550 43.14 100.00
60




TIME/ l OF-------------------- ^--------------CHOPPED SHEBDED PUSH













27749 232 18 293
3.3123 184 179 20















35 6425 36.71 100,001400 4615 1491 144TOTALS 0 0




TIME/ ". OF 
TOTAL SERVING TOTAL
------------------------------------  CHOPPED SHEBDED PUSH













0.17 0.11 4,16 4.163 0.13 0.13 0.16 2.36 0.99 0.11
1.370J9 1.374 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.111.01
2.350.03 2.355 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.40 0.05
0.02
0.041.69
0.57 1.530,01 0.576 0.01 0.01 0.52
1.780,01 0.10 0,10 0.64 0,647 0.07 0,05 0.31




0.53 0.580.52 0.01 1.61
0.36
0.00
0.990.360.00 0.01 0.34 0.0111
0.0012 0.00
35.91 35.91 100.00TOTALS 2.23 3.66 1.24 24.93 5.22 0.72 3.75 3.15
61




TIME/ l OF— SLICED PUSH 
82A CELERY CARTS TOTAL SERVING TOTAL
WORK




6.782536 526 158 32201
1101 0 702 1101
27 877 1.85 14.663 34 319 316 57124
315 0.66 5.264 37 118 17143
0.61 4.835 95 88 32 8 28966
0 0.00 0.006
0.27 2.1735 1307 60 9 26
27 0.06 0.458 27
0.00 0.009 0
0.00 0,0010 0
25 0.05 0.4211 25
0 0.00 0.0012
35 5984 12.60 100.00TOTALS 1521 0 34 2996 1108 290

















3 27 989 2.08283 341 43
373 0.794 177 185 11
5 48 71 17 8 330 0.69 4.91186
1,2155 26 81 0.176
32 133 0.28 1.9S7 75 26
8 0.26 1.82101 21 122
0 0.00 0.009
0.0010 0 0.00
33 0.07 0.4911 32 1
12 0.00 0.000
6721 14.15 100.00TOTALS 2208 0 0 937 3344 197 35
62




NORK TIME/ X OF— SLICED RUSH
B2A CELERY CARTS TOTAL SERVING TOTALFUNCTION 13 14 82
TIME IN SECONDS
576 2562 3288 8.75 44.431 142
2 153? 74 4.38 21.85
14.82
1613
3 318 283 327 88 27 1835 2.76
4 259 1.3927 'im 12 528 7,84
5 249 57 64 25 8 483 1.87 5.46
536 8.7253 8.14
7 11 68 25 96 8.26 1.38
3 267 3.62267 8.71
9 52 52 8.14 8.78
18 33 33 8.89 8.45
11 17 13 38 8.88 8.41
12 8.888 8.88
TOTALS 2798 74 8 943 3248 284 35 7382 19.69 188.88




WORK _________ SLICED PUSH
82 82A CELERY CARTS TOTAL SERVING TOTAL
TIME/ X OF
FUNCTION 13 14 68
TIME IN SECONDS
1 2.78 4.48 8.31 7.49 7.49 48.39
28.43
14.48





3 8.53 3.82 0.67 1 TT i. J8.75 3.14 8.36
4 3.45 0.05 0.41 8.33 8.95 6.11
5 3.43 3.15 3.17 8.36 3.02 3.79 5.12
3.096 3.02 8.10 3.10 8.67








10 0.83 0.83 3.19
8.82 3,07 8.87 3.4411 8.35 8.00
12 3.38 0.80 8.00





............................................................................................. SHEDDED SLICED PUSH
80 81 82 82A 101AA 104A 108 FLT2 FLT4 FLT5 CHEESE TOMATO CARTS TOTAL SERVING TOTAL
TIME/ l OFWORK
0250 60FUNCTION 14 15
TIME IN SECONDS
7043 17.83 27.10
13235 33.51 50.92 










876498 1985 5003156281 320041203701 1102 140 1678052




148 34 810 82 25 27 461335
6217 27726











.................................................. ...........................--SHEDDED SLICED PUSH TIME/ 5 OF
81 82 82A 101AA 104A 108 FLT2 FLT4 FLT5 CHEESE TOMATO CARTS TOTAL SERVING TOTALWORK ------FUNCTION 14 62 8015 50 60
TIME IN SECONDS
4323 13.51 17.52
13801 43.13 55.94 
27 1824 5.70 7.39
955 2.98 3.87









6 2875 4180 1292 1304 754165 244 312950
340
285
2 1985 88 25 288 89168 205 274171993
20 34 8 192 177 55953845 64
123 25 28 341 4827 41 7060 135
5 59 17116











TIME/ 1 CF......................................................................................—-SHEDBEB SLICED PUSH
80 B1 82 B2A 101AA 104A 108 FLT2 FLT4 FLT5 CHEESE TOMATO CARTS TOTAL SERVIN3 TOTALNDRK 0200rUNCTION 14 15 50
TIME IN SECONDS
0192 10.90 20.91
14300 39. IS 45.30 
27 2142 5.67 7.24
1071 2.93 3.02

















78 227 0809 40985 189 135 200 0 246 1920930
00 48190 93097 54 2785
341008
2439 42
742 1121549 751 5410
7 19122811
12





TIME/ l OF...............................................................................................................  SHEDDED SLICED PUSH
00 02 80 81 82 B2A 101AA 104A 108 FLT2 FLT4 FLT5 CHEESE TOMATO CARTS TOTAL SERVING TOTALWORK 50UNCTION 14 15
TIME IN SECONDS
0.80 10.10 10.10 21.55 
38.00 38.00 51.70 
0.08 5.40 5.40 7.31
2.02 2.02 3.50









3.490.01 2.99 11.07 1.35 1.302.23 5.70 7.50 1.10 0.74 0.17
0.29 0.13 0.88 0.04 0.07 0.14 0.25 0.87 0.09 0.43 0.03
0.30 0.01 0.35 0.01 0.30 0.01 0.04 0.40 0.02 0.12 0.01








0.01 0.01 0.06 0.05
0.38
0.090.15 0.026





0.101.41 1.13 0.07 0.0510
0.06 0.040.03 O.lU11
12






.......................................................................................... -..............................SHEBCED SLICED PUSH
61 62 80 82 B2A 101A 101AA 104A FLT2 FLT4 FLT5 FLT6 FLT7 CHEESE TOMATO CARTS TOTAL SERVING TOTAL
TIME/ X OFWORK
:UNCTION 14 15 60
TIME IN SECONDS
963 6215 17.51 20.79
15973 44.99 53.42 










1480 6191921 12321 48379 5096 2476341 56954421496: 373 35477 25812 7164315195 20 2463 130 92118 536 2764021177214











SHEDDED SLICED PUSH TIME/ X OF
82A 101A 101AA 104A FLT2 FLT4 FLT5 FLT6 FLT7 CHEESE TOMATO CARTS TOTAL SERVING TOTALuorc: 8262 80JfiCTION 14 15 60 61
TIME IN SECONDS
493 957 7490 23.78 26.79
13674 43.41 48.90 
27 2034 6.46 7.27
1041 3.30 3.72








19033014 11231 4700 5231 
166 331 209 
219 19 151
216420 1424 16832 233 81199 213237 2673 21 5118382253 48 11244 72 4489164145 55140125 12 1510017 886 31184135 5518123227 57598
901189 467 115613310 2828451211
12







SHEI'DED SLICED PUSH TIME/ l Or
60 61 62 80 82 82A 101A 10IAA 104A FLT2 FLTA FLT5 FLT6 FLT7 CHEESE TOMATO CARTS TOTAL SERVINS TOTALWORLrUNCTION 14 15
TIME IN SECONDS
709 992 6904 17.48 24.64
14580 36.91 52.04 











6290218 41182 480 1133 2239 102
3 96 406 421
4 8 243 47













268 227 140 193e
909 17
700 87
18 1420810 25 4611 6
12





................................................................................... SHEDDED SLICED PUSH
B2A 101A 101AA 104A FLT2 FLT4 FLT5 FLT6 FLT7 CHEESE TOMATO CARTS TOTAL SERVINS TOTAL
TIME/ 'i OPHGRi: ■?*




0.83 0.15 0.08 6.83 6.83 6.40
0.50 0.22 3.28 3.28 4.03
0.28 0.11 0.02 2.02 2.02 2.49
0.01 0.06 0.14 0.66 0.66 0.8:






1.70 2.753.406.60 3.32 1.811
5.35 0.36 8.26 2.32 0.05 4.97 5.54 5.31
0.22 0.60 0.01 0.18 0.45 0.42 0.35 0.22 0.59
0.16 0.50 0.49 0.02 0.16 0.06
0.04 0.30 0.28 0.09 0.01
0.03 0.14 0.11
0.08 0.09 0.21 0.06
0.15 0.06
0.09 0.42 0.73
0.02 0.73 0.542 0.85 2.46 5.080.59 0.733 0.10
4 0.03 0.47 0.11
5 0.02 0.22 0.14
6 0.03 0.09
7 0.14 0.29
0.20 0.14 0.19 0.04 
0.28 0.14 0.06 0.04
0.06
0.02 0.23 0.01e 0.06
0.040.189 0.14
0.49 1.22 0.59 0.07
0.03 0.02 0.041.31 0.02 0.620.26 0.0210 0.01 0.030.02 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.0011
12





Time in seconds for three replications 
of six activities in entree production
67
68












Jmm *-.* It O -L 
0 - 00 
0 - 00 
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8 n 21 
0.00 
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13 „ 34 
0.00 



















RECIPE: GRINDING BREAD CRUMBS 














































































































































FUNCTI ON TOTAL82 A
TIME IN SECONDS
43 „ 89 
0.00 
2 1 .. OO 



























































i *oo. ooTOTALS 275









0 „ 00 
• 7



































































O „ 00 
0.00 




















































































































FUNCTI ON 82 A
TIME IN SECONDS




























Analysis of Variance of Labor Time
Analysis of Variance of Cost of Labor
80
Fig. 1 Analysis of variance of direct labor time





DF SS MS F








INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT Cl'S FOR MEAN 
BASED ON POOLED STDEV























36 3. 25 <-*—)





24POOLED STDEV = 4. 88 40 72
00
Fig. 2 Analysis of variance of indirect labor time














INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT Cl'S FOR MEAN 
BASED ON POOLED STDEV


















+ + + +
1 3 ( )it
2 3 (— - >— * —
3 3 ( )*
34 ( )*
5 3 < )#
36 ( )*
7 3 (---- —)---- *—
8 3 (— — >—* —
+ + ----+
1. 50POOLED STDEV = 0. 3595 0. 00 0. 50 1. 00
CO
M
Fig. 3 Analysis of variance of delay time












INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT Cl'S FOR MEAN 




































3. O0. 0 9. OPOOLED STDEV = 1.01323
00u>
Fig. 4 Analysis of variance of total labor time









7 2284. 8 64. 05
16 35. 7
23
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT Cl'S FOR MEAN 
BASED ON POOLED STDEV






























POOLED STDEV = 5. 97 4824 72
00
-O'
Fig. 5 Analysis of variance of cost of labor






7 0.0361076 0.0051582 
16 0.0015780 0.0000986 
23 0.0376856
52. 30
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT Cl'S FOR MEAN 
BASED ON POOLED STDEV Co 2
m
r— 33 
2o H > -<








































POOLED STDEV ^ 0. 00993
00Ln
